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The Operation Dependence of C − N Fatigue for
Lithium-Ion Batteries

Chunguang Chen, Qingrong Zou, Jici Wen, Jin Liu, Peter H. L. Notten, and Yujie Wei*

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) fatigue in repeated service, and their cycle-life, in
resemblance to most materials subject to cyclic loading, scatters over a broad
range. The dependence of critical fatigue parameters on ambient temperature
and charging or discharging rate, along with the scattering nature of cycle-life
is of practical significance. Through large-scale experimental investigations, it
is shown how both temperatures and charging-discharging rates may
influence critical parameters in the C − N fatigue dependence for LIBs. The
cycle-life N of a battery subject to an average charging rate C follows C = c0

(T)Nb(D), where c0 varies with temperature T and b is a function of the
discharging rate D. It is further shown that the cycle-life of LIBs follows a
lognormal distribution. The revealed cycle-life distribution of LIBs and their
fatigue law enable the construction of a probabilistic C − N model, which can
be used to quantify the fatigue failure probability in LIBs. Results reported
here are of compelling importance for the life-span evaluation and safety
design of large-scale battery packing in electric vehicles and energy storage
where tens of hundreds of batteries working in concert is desired.
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1. Introduction

Fatigue is one of the most common
causes accountings for the catastrophic
failure in engineering systems with com-
ponents subject to cyclic loads.[1] As a
corollary, fatigue materials properties are
of paramount significance for the de-
sign and safety-assessment of engineer-
ing structures. For repeatedly stressed
solids, the well-known S − N curve[2,3]

is broadly adopted to characterize the de-
pendence of their survival cycle number
(N) on the stress magnitude (S). Such fa-
tigue behavior is ubiquitously seen in en-
gineer systems undergoing cyclic load-
ing in broader sense, including mechan-
ical, electric, magnetic, chemical, optical,
etc. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), as a typ-
ical example, exhibit significant degrada-
tion when being charged and discharged

under normal operating conditions. In contrast to stressed mate-
rials whose fatigue is well depicted by the S − N curve, fatigue
in LIBs involves intricate electro-chemo-thermo-mechanical-
coupling processes,[4–6] and a physically sound correlation be-
tween cycle-life and battery loading conditions remains un-
clear. A variety of mechanisms, including evolution of electrode
structure and active material,[7–9] thermal runaway,[10–12] gas
generation,[12] solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation,[13] in-
terfacial contact and resistance change,[14] and so on, may collec-
tively determines the cycle-life of batteries. The interwoven na-
ture of all these aspects often obscures the full picture of fatigue
processes.

Fatigue in LIBs is process-sensitive: variation in (dis)charging
profiles and operating temperatures are known to be responsible
for differences in cycle-life. Furthermore, when the same batch
of batteries is tested under the same environmental conditions,
their cycle-life scatters. Scattering cycle-life of LIBs further com-
plicates lifetime prediction for LIBs, which is pivotal to engineer-
ing practice since batteries are often used in packs and modules.
Scattering in the cycle-life of individual cells would certainly in-
fluence the collective performance of assembled battery packs
and modules. The latter is of compelling need for the design,
safety assessment, and recycling of, for example, traction batter-
ies.

Many groups have put endeavors to explore methods to predict
the cycle-life properties of LIBs. Both empirical models[15–17] and
those based on degradation mechanisms[18–22] have been devel-
oped. In particular, the latter includes models based on variation
in SEI thickness or resistance,[18,19] loss of active material,[20,21]
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Figure 1. Impact of the charging and discharging rate on the C − N curve. About 10 batteries were tested at each cycling condition (Table S1, Supporting
Information). A) Discharge capacity versus cycle-life number plots of LFP batteries cycled with the same 3C discharging rate and different charging rates
(1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 C). B) The discharge capacity versus cycle-life number plots of LFP batteries cycled with the same charging rate (1 C) and different
discharging rates (2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0 C (denoted as D)). C) C − N curves on a double-logarithmic scale at various fixed discharging rates and
different charging rates. D) Slope b and the limiting charging rate c0 versus discharging rate D of LISHEN LFP batteries, which were cycled at 25 oC.

and lithium plating.[22] Even machine-learning methods were
adopted for cycle-life prediction of LIBs.[23–27] So far, the depen-
dence of cycle-life on ambient temperature and (dis)charging
rate, along with the scattering nature of cycle-life remains un-
known. Through our experimental investigation, we will show
the correlation of temperature and rate-dependence with the C −
N fatigue parameters for lithium-ion batteries. We also demon-
strate that the cycle-life of LIBs follows a lognormal distribution.
With both advances, we propose a probabilistic (P − CN) model
for the cycle-life scattering assessment of LIBs, which supplies a
statistic yet physically sound routine for safety analyses on LIBs.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. C − N fatigue in relation to (dis)charging

Commercial LFP (LiFePO4)/graphite LIBs (LISHEN, 18650-type
cylindrical battery, 1.5 Ah nominal capacity) were cycled at 25 oC
under constant-current constant-voltage (CCCV) mode. Different
C-rates were used during the constant-current (CC) charging and
CC discharging stages, where 1C is equal to 1.5 A. In this pa-
per, CC (dis)charging rates are used to differentiate the CCCV
cycling conditions. For example, 1.0C–3.0D means the batteries
are charged with 1.0C and discharged with 3.0C in CC stages

during the CCCV cycling. The cut-off voltages in the constant-
current (CC) charging stage and CC discharging stage are set to
4.0 and 2.0 V, respectively. The cut-off current during constant-
voltage (CV) stage is set to 0.05C. Totally, 18 groups, 222 batteries
were cycled for the LISHEN LFP batteries, and about 10 batteries
were tested at each CCCV cycling condition. Detailed measure-
ment settings and the cycled battery numbers for each cycling
condition can be found in the Methods section and are summa-
rized in the Table S1 (Supporting Information). Figure 1A and
B display the influence of the CC charging and CC discharging
rate on the maximum delivered discharging capacity evolution
with cycling, respectively, in which different colors denote differ-
ent CC (dis)charging C-rates used during the CCCV cycling. Note
that discharging C-rates are abbreviated as D in all figures in what
follows. Figure 1A shows the capacity curves of LFP batteries cy-
cled with different CC charging rates (1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5C) but at
the same 3.0C discharging rate. We see an accelerate fatigue rate
with increased charging rate. Similarly, when being discharged
with different discharging rates (2.0, 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0C (denoted
as D)) but at the same CC charging rate of 1C, those discharged
faster exhibit more pronounced capacity degradation and worse
cycle-life performance (Figure 1B).

To quantify the impact of the CC (dis)charging rate on the
cycle-life properties of batteries, we define the cycle-life (N) as
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Figure 2. Temperature and material-dependent C − N fatigue dependence. About 10 batteries were tested at each cycling condition (Table S2, Supporting
Information). A) C − N curves of various types of batteries cycled at fixed discharging rates but different temperatures. B) The slope b and intercept c0
versus the temperature of the LISHEN NMC batteries, which are derived from the experimental data shown in (A).

the number of cycles until the delivered capacity of batteries falls
below 80% of its nominal capacity, in line with the working proto-
col adopted by the electric vehicle batteries.[23,28–30] By plotting the
charging rate (C) versus the cycle-life (N), we show in Figure 1C
the influence of the charging rate profile. The following C − N
relationship holds

C = c0Nb (1)

in which c0 is the limiting charging rate, and b is a battery-related
constant.[31] The limiting charging rate that causes battery fail-
ure during the first cycle (c0 in Equation 2) shows, as expected,
no relevance to the discharging rate. In contrast, b decreases as
the discharging rate increases, which is also clearly indicated in
Figure 1D. Now Equation 1 can also be expressed in the following
form:

C = c0Nb(D) (2)

where D is the discharge rate, and b(D) is a discharging rate re-
lated function. According to Equation 2, an explicit expression to
describe the effect of both charging (C) and discharging rate (D)
on the cycle-life property can be represented as log N = log C−log c0

b(D)
.

The C − N curve described in Equation 2 and shown in Figure 1
reveals the impact of the (dis)charging rate on the cycle-life per-
formance at 25 oC. We will further explore how the temperature
will influence the C − N fatigue dependence in the following sub-
section.

2.2. Temperature and material sensitivity of the C − N fatigue
dependence

We evaluate the temperature and material effect on the C − N
fatigue dependence, using LISHEN NMC (LiNixMnyCo1-x-yO2,
LISHEN, 18650-type, nominal capacity of 2.6 Ah) and LFP LIBs.
The NMC batteries are also cycled with CCCV mode with a cut-off

current of 0.05C during CV stage. The cut-off voltages in the CC
charging stage and CC discharging stage are set to 4.2 and 2.75 V,
respectively. 19 groups and 341 LISHEN NMC batteries were cy-
cled with CCCV mode. The (dis)charging parameters and battery
number of these LISHEN NMC LIBs are detailed in the Table S2
(Supporting Information). The cycle-life data of other manufac-
turers’ batteries from other papers, given in Table S3 (Support-
ing Information), are also analyzed with the C − N fatigue de-
pendence. Figure 2A shows the charging C-rate versus the cycle-
life N curves of different-type LIBs with several CC (dis)charging
rates at various temperatures. It is evidently seen that all batteries
follow the C − N dependence upon cycling. For the cycled NMC
batteries from the same batch, we adopted different CC charg-
ing rates but the same 3.0C discharging rate during the CCCV
cycling at different temperatures. The fitted linear C − N plots of
the NMC batteries at various temperatures (0, 25, 40, and 60 oC)
are nearly parallel, and the slope of the linear C − N expression,
characterized by b, is unchanged for theses batteries (Figure 2B).
This may imply that b is irrelevant to the ambient temperature.
The limiting charging rate, namely the intercept c0 in Equation 2,
decreases as the temperature decreases, which is also clearly in-
dicated in Figure 2B. Therefore, we may rewrite Equation 2 in a
more precise form as:

C = c0 (T) Nb(D) (3)

where c0(T) varies with temperature T.
Further comparing the fitted linear C − N plots of the LISHEN

NMC (black line in Figure 2A) and LISHEN LFP (turquoise line
in Figure 2A) batteries, we can see that the parameter c0 and b
are different between distinct battery types, albeit they were cy-
cled with corresponding 3.0C discharging rate in CCCV cycling
at 25 oC. This indicates that the electrode materials will influence
the power parameters in the C − N law of LIBs. Furthermore, we
observe a significant difference in cycle-life performance com-
pared with LIBs with the same LFP electrode materials but dif-
ferent manufacturers, e.g. data using LISHEN (turquoise line in
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Figure 3. C − N fatigue dependence for filtering out better batteries. 10
batteries were tested at each cycling condition (Table S4, Supporting In-
formation). C − N curves of the LG, LISHEN, and SAMSUNG 18650-type
NCA batteries cycled at the fixed discharging rates (3.0 D) and different
charging rates at 25 oC. The tested 18650-type NCA batteries are all with
the same nominal capacity of 3.35 Ah.

Figure 2A) and those with A123 (grey line in Figure 2A, nom-
inal capacity of 1.1 Ah) batteries at 25 oC.[32,33] This deviation is
also visible between the LISHEN (black line in Figure 2A) and LG
(magenta line in Figure 2A, nominal capacity of 3.0 Ah) 18 650
NMC type batteries.[34] Such a difference can be quantified by
using the C − N model (Equation 3). It is worth to note that the
batteries used in Figure 2A are with different nominal capaci-
ties. We further tested three manufacturers’ (LG, LISHEN, and
SAMSUNG) 18650-type LiNixCoyAl1-x-yO2 (NCA) batteries with
the same nominal capacity of 3.35 Ah. Figure 3 shows the C − N
fatigue of these batteries (LG, LISHEN, and SAMSUNG 18650-
type, NCA). These three kinds of batteries have different C − N
dependence performance albeit with the same battery materials,
nominal capacity, and test temperatures. Therefore, as broadly
seen that materials from different suppliers may have distinct
properties, the power performance of batteries relies on their de-
sign parameters, material selections, applied processing, and so
on. Those dependence of different origins in collection are char-
acterized by c0 and b in Equation 3. For batteries of the same type
and same nominal capacity, those with lower negative value of b
point to poorer cycle-life properties, and greater c0 means better
performance.

The significant difference in battery cycle-life of the same
batch is an important feature in most rechargeable batteries,[32–34]

which is evidently seen from the significantly scattering cycle-
life curves shown in Figures 1–3 under the same (dis)charging
mode and temperature. Such cycle-life scattering behavior may
be caused by the divergence of manufacturing, dynamic oper-
ating protocols, in-use, or storage conditions, etc. Depicting the
random cycle-life performance is important to the evaluation of
cell consistency in cycle-life property, and large-scale battery pack-
ing applications in electric vehicles and energy storage. In the fol-
lowing section, we determine the cycle-life distribution and elab-
orate on the developed probabilistic C − N model for evaluating
the fatigue failure probability in LIBs.

2.3. Probabilistic C − N curves evaluating cycle-life property
scattering

For given fatigue datasets, invalid distribution models can lead
to inaccurate or biased estimates of lifetime quantiles in tail,
causing immeasurable personal and property loss.[35,36] To de-
termine the appropriate cycle-life distribution in LIBs, a total
number of 100 LISHEN NMC batteries are cycled in the 1.0C–
3.0D mode at 60 oC (see Table S2, Supporting Information) and
a comparative analysis from several perspectives is further con-
sidered (Figure 4). Figure 4A shows graphical frequency his-
togram distributions of N. The cycle-life distribution is asymmet-
ric with a longer tail at the right. Since Lognormal[37] and Weibull
distributions[38] are the most commonly employed distributions
for lifetime and fatigue analyses,[34,39] we estimate the probabil-
ity density curves of these two distributions by using the cycle-
life frequency data. The curve derived from the Lognormal dis-
tribution is slightly right-skewed and has a longer right-tail. In
contrast, the Weibull distribution is slightly left-skewed with a
longer left-tail (Figure 4A). Figure 4B shows the quantile-quantile
plots (QQ-plots, the detailed description is shown in the Meth-
ods section)[40] of Lognormal distribution and Weibull distribu-
tion. The shadowed regions in the QQ-plots are the 95% point-
wise confidence bands based on the Lognormal and Weibull con-
fidence interval. In contrast to the Weibull QQ-plot (see the inset
of Figure 4B), all the sample quantiles fall within the 95% point-
wise confidence bands in the Lognormal QQ-plot (Figure 4B),
implying Lognormal distribution being more appropriate for the
cycle-life data of LIBs.

We further use cumulative-distribution-function (CDF) anal-
yses to sift the proper one from those distributions to depict
the cycle-life of LIBs. Figure 4C shows the Kaplan-Meier esti-
mate of the CDF, i.e., the empirical CDF and its 95% confidence
bounds for the CDF using Greenwood’s formula.[41,42] The CDF
estimation reliability displayed in Figure 4D suggests CDF of
Lognormal distribution is agree well with the empirical CDF.
The Weibull distribution is conservative at high reliability re-
gions, while a bit aggressive at low reliabilities. Different statisti-
cal investigations suggest that the lognormal distribution is bet-
ter suited for the cycle-life property analyses in LIBs.

As demonstrated in Figure 4, the cycle-life of the same batch
of LIBs, cycled at the same (dis)charging conditions, exhibits a
wide-range distribution. The scattering of fatigue life commonly
decreases with the increased loading levels.[43] It hence brings
up the need for probabilistic C − N (P − CN) model for the cycle-
life scattering assessment in LIBs, as have done for probabilis-
tic S − N analysis for stressed materials. Figure 5A shows the
scatter of cycle-life from different charging rates of the applied
LISHEN NMC batteries. Apart from the 1.0C–3.0D tests 100 bat-
teries, each other condition (1.5C-, 2.0C-, 2.5C-, and 3.0C-3.0D)
tests 30 batteries during cycling. As expected, the scatter band of
cycle-life of LIBs decreases with the increasing charging rate. For
the log-cycle-life curves of the LIBs cycled with different charg-
ing rates shown in the inset of Figure 5A, the variance seems
to be homogeneous. To further determine whether the variances
of log-cycle-life between serval charging rates are equal, we ap-
plied Bartlett’s Test[44] based on a chi-square statistic. The ob-
tained Bartlett’s chi-square value is 7.25, and the p-value is 0.12,
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Figure 4. Comparison between the Lognormal and Weibull distribution on cycle-life analyses of LIBs. A) Frequency histogram with the fitted probability
density function (PDF). B) Lognormal QQ-plot with inset showing the Weibull QQ-plot. C) Cumulative empirical CDF distribution, and D) reliability
estimation of both the Lognormal and Weibull distributions.

implying that we cannot reject the homogeneous variance with
sufficient evidence.

The derivation details of the P − CN model is described in the
Methods section. Figure 5B and C show the predicted P − CN
curve from Equations (7) and (8), respectively. To better reveal the
predictability in the tail regions, we display in Figure 5B the P −
CN curves of cycle-life. Corresponding log-log plots are also sup-
plied in Figure S1A (Supporting Information). The median C −
N curve (blue line in Figure 5B; Figure S1A, Supporting Informa-
tion) gives the 50% failure P−CN curve. The black and red dotted
lines in Figure 5B are the 5% and 1% failure P − CN curves, re-
spectively. When fatigue failure data are limited, the estimation of
probabilistic P − CN curve becomes uncertain.[45] It is necessary
to establish the lower bound of the fatigue life at a given failure
probability p. Figure 5C shows the estimated 1% failure P − CN
curve with 95% confidence in log-log coordinate, a counter plot
of cycle-life is also available in Figure S1B (Supporting Informa-
tion). The cycle-life of LISHEN LFP batteries were also demon-
strated to follow the lognormal distribution (Figure S2, Support-
ing Information). Corresponding P − CN curves are shown in
Figure S3 (Supporting Information). With the proposed P − CN
model, the fatigue failure probability of LIBs can be well quanti-
fied.

3. Conclusions

In this work, we revealed the impact of temperature and
(dis)charging rate on the cycle-life properties of LIBs. Through
the development of the C − N fatigue dependence for LIBs, our

experimental data suggest that larger discharging rates lead to
faster cycle-life degradation, which can be quantified by the slope
b of the log-log plot of the cycle-life number N versus charging
rate C. Since the cycle-life number N will reduce with cycling,
the slope b is negative in the log-log plot of C − N curve: faster
discharging rate leads to quicker reduction in cycle-life numbers,
and hence greater magnitude of b. In parallel, we decipher the
effect of temperature upon cycle-life properties of batteries. It is
found that the power b of the C − N curve is insensitive to vari-
ation in temperature. The limiting charging rate c0, in contrast,
shows strong dependence on ambient temperature. In combina-
tion, we find the cycle-life number N of a battery subject to an
average charging rate C may be further refined as C = c0 (T)Nb(D),
where c0 varies with temperature T and b is a function of the dis-
charging rate D.

The physical significance of the coefficient and the exponent
parameters in C − N fatigue law (b and c0) lies in that: 1) one may
use them to quantify the cyclic performance of batteries; 2) These
parameters offer a guidance to customers for selecting appropri-
ate battery types, as manifested in Figure 2A and Figure 3; 3) the
manufacturers may use it to identify the performance of active
materials as well as the consistence of manufacturing process.

It is further revealed that the cycle-life of batteries scatters (see
Figure 4) even for the same batch that is subjected to the same op-
erational conditions. Like cycle-life scattering of other solids un-
der external loading, this scattering phenomenon is inherent to
the cycle-life of batteries due to the divergence of manufacturing
processing and dynamic operation. Based on different statistical
investigations, we reveal that the lognormal distribution is the
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Figure 5. P − CN curves for the fatigue failure probability of LIBs. A) The scatter of cycle-life of the LISHEN NMC batteries cycled with different charging
rates, with inset showing the corresponding Logarithm curves. B) The P − CN curves of cycle-life. C) The lower tolerance limit P − CN curves of log-
cycle-life.

appropriate model for cycle-life scattering analyses of LIBs. The
revealed cycle-life equation and the distribution of LIBs’ cycle-life
enable us to construct a probabilistic C − N model to evaluate the
fatigue failure probability in LIBs.

As indicated, the demonstrated C − N dependence in LIBs re-
sembles very much with the S − N fatigue in materials while
cyclic using. Nevertheless, we would like to note that the degra-
dation mechanisms of both systems are of significant difference.
It is well known that the crack initiations and propagations are
the main reason causing the S − N fatigue behavior in ma-
terials in repeated mechanical use. Although both the cathode
and anode materials experience prominent iterative volume ex-
pansion/shrink, along with the cyclic tensile/compressive stress
during electrochemical cycling,[5,46,47] complex electro-chemo-
thermo-mechanical-coupling factors are driving the degradation
of LIBs. We assume that the C − N fatigue in LIBs might be a
mechanical-dominant phenomenon. However, it remains chal-
lenging to quantify the mechanical-induced contribution to the
degradation. We believe this work will open further investiga-
tions toward LIBs’ C − N fatigue in unveiling the underlying
mechanisms, both from theoretical and experimental perspec-
tives. Results reported here are of compelling need for the life-
span evaluation and safety design of tract batteries that involve
the function of tens of hundreds of batteries working in concert,
where both deterministic physical laws and statistical nature of
cycle-life are the intrinsic nature of such engineering system.

4. Experimental Section
Battery Cycling: Commercial LFP(LiFePO4)/graphite batteries

(LISHEN, 18 650 cylindrical battery, 1.5 Ah nominal capacity),
NMC/graphite batteries (LISHEN, 18 650 cylindrical battery, 2.6 Ah
nominal capacity), and NCA/graphite batteries (LG, LISHEN, and Sam-
sung, 18 650 cylindrical battery, 3.35 Ah nominal capacity) were cycled
by using the NEWARE battery testing systems. The sampling frequency
was set to 1 Hz. Temperature control was realized in an environmental
chamber. Typical constant-current constant-voltage (CCCV) charging and
discharging profiles for the cycling measurements were employed. For the
LFP batteries, the cut-off voltages in the constant-current (CC) charging
stage and CC discharging stage are set to 4.0 and 2.0 V, respectively. For
NMC batteries, the higher and lower cut-off voltages are 4.2 and 2.75 V,
respectively, while those for NCA batteries are 4.2 and 2.65 V, respectively.
The cut-off current during constant-voltage (CV) stage is set to 0.05C.
Noting that 1C is equal to 1.5, 2.6, and 3.35 A for the LISHEN-LFP,
LISHEN-NMC, and NCA batteries, respectively. The dataset includes 49
groups and 683 batteries in total, and each group were applied with the
same CC charging and CC discharging rate profile. The details about the
49 charging-discharging profiles are listed in detail in Tables S1, S2, and
S4 (Supporting Information). Cycling data of the 683 LIBs can be found
in uploaded source data. The cycle-life data of batteries from literatures
used in Figure 2A were given in Table S3 (Supporting Information).

Quantile-Quantile Plots: The quantile-quantile plot (QQ plot) evalu-
ates whether sample observations come from a specified distribution.[40]

It compares two distributions through matching a common set of quan-
tiles by displaying the quantiles of the sample data versus theoretical
quantile values from the distribution. Specifically, for a random vari-
able y and a sample dataset{y1,⋅⋅⋅, yn}. The sample data values are first
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ordered from the smallest to the largest, denoting as {y(1),⋅⋅⋅, y(n)}, where
y(i) was the i-th ordered value. Then n sample quantiles are given as

Fn (y(i)) =
i−0.5

n
, i = 1, 2,… , n. The QQ plot was given by a scatterplot

of the sample quantiles, y(i), against the corresponding quantiles from the
theoretical distribution, F−1(Fn(y(i))), where F( · ) was the theoretical distri-
bution function and P (y ≤ F−1(p)) = p. The sample quantile values appear
along the y-axis, and the theoretical values of the specified distribution at
the same quantiles appear along the x-axis; when the sample data comes
from the specified distribution, the points fall on a line.

P − CN Model Derivation: The logarithm of cycle-life, N, of batteries
at a given charging rate C, can be expressed as the normal distribution:

F (X) = P (x ≤ X) = 1√
2𝜋𝜎

X
∫
−∞

exp
[
− 1

2

( x − 𝜇

𝜎

)2
]

dx (4)

where x = log N, μ and 𝜎 were respectively the mean and the standard
deviation of x. Equation (4) gives the cumulative probability of failure for
x, that was the proportion of the population falling at lives no longer than
X.

The mean C − N curve can be obtained by using the maximum like-
lihood method. Let �̂� denote the estimate of μ (the mean C − N for the
population), which was written as:

�̂� =
y − â

b̂
, with b̂ =

∑n
i=1 (xi − x̄) (yi − ȳ)∑n

i=1 (xi − x̄)2
and â = ȳ − b̂x̄ (5)

where â was the estimate of a, a = ln c0 (c0 the limiting charging rate), b̂
was the estimate of slope parameter b in C − N curve (Equations 1–3).

x̄ = 1
n

n∑
i = 1

xi, yi = ln Ci, ȳ = 1
n

n∑
i = 1

yi, and n was the size of the dataset.

The standard deviation �̂� of the logarithm of the cycle-life from the
mean C − N curve for the given population is:

�̂� =

√∑n
i=1 (xi − x̂i)

2

n − q
(6)

where q was the number of parameters estimated in the model and q =
2 here. The P − CN curve corresponding to a certain probability failure p
was:

x(p) = �̂� + zp�̂� (7)

where zp was the p quantile of the standard normal distribution function,
i.e., Φ (zp) = p, and Φ( · ) was the cumulative probability distribution func-
tion of the standard normal distribution.

In practical exercise, it was needed to assess the proportion of data
that lies above a lower limit, so that p-percent of measurements will not
fall below the lower limit. The corresponding lower tolerance limits based
on computations from a series of measurements x1,x2,⋅⋅⋅, xn was defined.
The estimated lower limit of the cycle-life at a given probability of failure,
at the confidence level 1 − 𝛼, was in the form of:

x̂(p,1−𝛼) = �̂� + k (p, 1 − 𝛼, v) �̂� (8)

where, k(p, 1− 𝛼, v) was the one-sided tolerance limit for a normal distribu-
tion, which can be calculated directly from the following set of formulas[48]

k (p, 1 − 𝛼, v) =
zp − z𝛼

√
1
n

[
1 − z2

𝛼

2(n−1)

]
+

z2
p

2(n−1)

1 − z2
𝛼

2(n−1)

(9)

For a given set of data, Equations (7) to (9) were used to obtain the
information it was shown in Figure 4. To sum up, the specific implement
steps as follows:

Step 1: Obtain the cycle-life data of n batteries, {Ci,Ni},i = 1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, n, and
adopt the logarithm transformation, xi = lnNi, yi = ln Ci.

Step 2: According to C − N model Ci = c0 Nb
i and the life of bat-

tery follows Lognormal distribution, i.e., ln Ni =
1
b

ln Ci −
ln c0

b
+ 𝜀, 𝜀 ∼

N( 1
b

log Ci −
ln c0

b
, 𝜎2), the estimate of parameters can be obtained. The

specific estimators were shown in Equations (5) and (6).
Step 3: Any p quantile of log cycle-life at charging rate C can be obtained

based on Equation (7).
Step 4: The lower tolerance limits can be obtained according to Equa-

tions (8) and (9).
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